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How to charge nikon battery without charger

“As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases. Without Any Extra Cost to You!” You have searched for this article, then you are probably out of or short in charge of your Nikon D3200 Battery. It happens almost for every DSLR user, especially those who are beginners. They don’t have any
estimation of their Camera’s battery life. Even for professionals, it is kind of a hassle. Now, you want to have an alternative way to recharge the battery, because you have to click some more pictures. Through the article, we will be describing some essential and alternative tips or ways, how to charge
Nikon d3200 battery without charger? We always recommend recharging with proper recharging equipment. But, of course, this is a situation, where charging properly can not be expected.  If you are ready to go through the whole article, then let’s get started with some of the sequential steps that will help
you to recharge your camera’s battery alternatively. It will not take much of your time. Do the steps sequentially and we are confident enough, you will have your results. Let get it on with; How To Charge Nikon D3200 Battery Without Charger [Steps] DSLR cameras require a great amount of power, which
is why there is a limit of shots for every model of DSLR cameras.  And it is very much normal if your camera is out of charge before you expect it, it often happens. Using the built-in flash also drains the battery faster.  We are going to provide some essential alternative tips that will help you to recharge
your camera battery enough to continue shooting pictures. Of course, these are not going to be the most appropriate ways to recharge your camera battery but, it will be helpful enough for you to keep clicking.  Without any more delay, let’s get it on with the steps. We hope you will have visible results. 1.
Using a Mobile charger The Li-ion EN-EL14 battery packages with Nikon D3200 camera. It can be recharged. But it is Nikon MH-24 Charger, with an 8,4 V and 0,9 A performance, that has the right charger to load. So the batteries input is 8.4 V and 0.9 A. Mobile loader can also be used potentially.  This is
the performance of Turbochargers. The voltage is not supplied to regular mobile chargers. They can only supply 5 V. This battery can be recharged only with Turbochargers. 2. Using a USB cable The battery of the camera can be charged with a USB cable. Insert the battery used in the camera to load.
You should use a portable battery control converter or a computer.  Press the battery lock in the direction of the arrow and place the battery pack before the lock has ended. Keep the terminals into the battery pack. Lower the cover and holding it while you slip it until the cover is closed. Open the cover
while the camera is off. Insert the plug entirely into the camera terminal with the smaller plug of the supplied interface cable in the specified orientation.  Insert the larger connector in the supplied portable power adapter or USB terminal of a computer. The optional portable power adapter is attached. 
Charging continues and lights up the USB lamp. When charging is complete, the lamp turns off. Remove from the power socket the portable power adapter and the camera the interface cord. 3. USing Friction This is more of a trick. It is something like friction that will produce heat and that hit will produce
some electricity. This is not the most effective or even a professional way to do it. Yet, it works sometimes. Remove the battery then rub it on your hand for a good amount of time. It may recharge the battery enough to turn the camera on.  4. Charge battery using a battery Disable the device’s battery.
Look for batteries of AA, AAA or 9-volt  Search per battery for the plus and lower connectors. Fit the charging battery voltage and other batteries such as AA, AAA, or other battery that are efficient enough to supply. Get a double metal cable section. Type the wires into a charging battery and the battery
requires charging. The battery needs to be charged for a while. 5. Using a Car Battery To get a half amp to switch into the camera battery, use 3 Christmas lightbulbs at one time as a present regulator. As there are about 13 volts of battery for a vehicle, and about 7 volts of battery for your camera, the
bulb would have 6 volts. Three bulbs must be mounted in parallel to flow through the battery around 0.5 amperes. Less than 0.6 amps are guaranteed since the lights are burning out.  You will make calls on your mobile or something before your battery is full enough to take pictures again. Do not leave it
unattended or continue to charge the battery entirely.  Poor stuff could happen when you charge too long, and your camera battery reaches 8 volts. You can also catch fire. It is possible. 6. Using DC Source and Resistor Find a DC power source. Take a look at your battery’s voltage, and use Ohm’s
legislation to work out the sort of resistor to flow between the two of you. And the resistor is then to be identified. A toaster or hairdryer may work with a heating element. These iron clothes were running on a certain battery and DC source in the frame.  As seen in the previous stage, a small light bulb is
typically the best makeshift current controller. The bulb is perfect because the intensity increases when the filament is warm and the current is reduced. And you can only put an amp without burning it out and it works as a fuse for yourself. And Santa’s trash-free presents.  Using your multimeter to
measure the current at various voltages from your lamp. Wear cover for your eyes and don’t breathe smoke! 7. Changing is the best option You must change it and verify the exact model if your batteries are not functioning and then place an order. A battery specially built for that model is given to each
canon model. A manufacturer’s warranty on each substitution battery obtained from them is the best thing about canon batteries.  Typically the majority of digital cameras on the market currently operate with an internally placed standard battery. In an emergency case, you can even charge the camera
battery without a charger. You can’t take a loader with you still. You need to improvise the battery charge scenario in this situation. Conclusion It is very common to have your camera out of charge all of a sudden. If you are a professional photographer then most likely you will be carrying extra batteries
and of course, you will keep your batteries in check. But here we are talking about the oddest situation that can happen. And believe me, it happens. Above we have mentioned 7 most popular steps that are advised by experts and professional users. As always, we recommend doing it in its proper way,
yet the situation can not always be proper right? Go through the steps, and you will have your battery charged in no time for more shooting. Good Luck!! how to charge nikon d3200 battery without charger. how to charge nikon d3400 battery without charger. how to charge nikon camera battery without
charger. how to charge nikon d3100 battery without charger. how to charge nikon d3500 battery without charger. how to charge nikon d7000 battery without charger. how to charge nikon coolpix camera battery without charger. how to charge nikon d90 battery without charger
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